
SIMPLIFYING AND 
PERSONALIZING THE 
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Upgrade your cabin to match your lifestyle.

VENUE™ CABIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



REDEFINING CABIN ENGAGEMENT 
EQUIPPED FOR THE FUTURE

Your cabin is an extension of you and your lifestyle. It is the 
most personal connection you have to your aircraft. You 
certainly want to step into it, seamlessly use all of your latest 
devices and be surrounded by high-definition clarity. 

The Collins Aerospace Venue™ cabin management system 
(CMS) will expertly customize your cabin to fit your life, 

business and personal preferences  —  putting all the 
control at your fingertips. You’ll be able to enjoy the 
everyday comforts of home and the functionality of your 
extended office in the air, providing the utmost efficiency 
and productivity.  



COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Whether you’re traveling with VIP passengers, your 
entourage or with children, Venue gives them individual 
command over their experience. Venue integrates popular 
consumer technologies like voice control and wireless audio, 
allowing passengers to use their own devices wirelessly to 
interact and engage with the cabin in a truly unique way. 
You can even save your favorites as a preset for any phase of 
flight, and Venue will remember just the way you like it. 

Crew members have a separate touch-screen control panel 
in the galley for maintenance, water levels and other 
operational systems, enabling them to control specific 
functionality conveniently and comfortably. 

Collins has earned the reputation for delivering high-quality, 
dependable cabin solutions that enable the most successful 
executives to conduct business in the utmost comfort, 
anywhere they go. With over 1,700 high-definition cabin 
installs, on more than 50 different aircraft types, Collins is 
continuously innovating the Venue experience for passengers 
and installers alike to be the most capable, reliable and flexible 
cabin solution for the most discerning travelers.



Venue intelligence inside
Venue’s graphical user interface (GUI) was developed using 
consistent human factors concepts to achieve the perfect 
balance of modern elegance and intuitive, convenient 
navigation to optimize the user experience. Intelligently 
designed and flexible, the GUI uses pictures and icons for 
an attractive, simple and immediately usable interface, 
regardless of language spoken. 

Venue combines ultra-high-definition 4K smart monitors, 
seamless wireless passenger control options and state-of-
the-art touch-control switch technology that supports VIP 
or standard configurations to provide a brilliant viewing 
and intuitive user experience that feels like you’re at home. 
The system’s built-in computing power and agility also 
make it easy to incorporate future consumer technologies, 
making Venue more than just a display upgrade – it will be 
the backbone of your cabin experience for years to come.

Integrate with supporting services
Collins customers have the power to choose from  
a selection of supporting services that integrate with  
the Venue CMS. Venue seamlessly integrates with leading 
environmental, lighting and entertainment streaming 
solutions, using customizable control points to create 
unique passenger experiences. Our products easily interact 
with numerous other cabin technologies on the market,  
or other Collins products, such as: 

• Airshow® moving maps

• Stage™ on demand 

• Tailwind® satellite TV

The value of Venue
From design to installation, life-cycle support and 
upgrades, Collins provides Venue customers a high-
value experience for years. Our dedicated project 
planning teams collaborate with you to customize the 
perfect cabin solution for your lifestyle, intelligent 
self-diagnosing software ensures the system keeps 
running optimally and 24/7 support helps earn Venue’s 
reputation for unmatched reliability.
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GLOBAL SERVICE  
AND SUPPORT 

Tailored solutions for maximum  
aircraft availability

From installation to maintenance and throughout the aircraft’s life cycle, 
customers around the world have come to rely on our comprehensive service and 
support solutions. Collins’ worldwide support network offers flexible solutions 
that are tailored to your needs and offer exceptional part availability, reliability 
and affordability. Our experts are dedicated to providing you with the support to 
keep your aircraft flying 24/7/365. 

Regardless of your aircraft type or Collins products, our Corporate Aircraft Service 
Program (CASPSM) provides the flexibility to choose a maintenance and service 
plan that best fits your needs. CASP features and benefits are tailored to serve 
your individual aircraft operations and offer maximum availability with minimal 
unplanned maintenance events and a predictable budget.
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